Scottish Salmon Watch, 14 January 2022
Game Ova for Imports & Exports: Close the Borders
to Stop the Spread of Diseases & Genetic Pollution!

- FOI disclosure from Scottish Government (FOI 2021-00259890) lifts the lid on imports &
exports of salmon eggs (ova), smolts & ‘cleaner fish’ (wrasse & lumpsuckers)
- “Marine Scotland Science does not undertake routine testing on ova to screen for the
presence of aquatic animal pathogens” admits Scottish Government on 10 January 2022
“The Scottish Government does not routinely undertake risk assessments in relation to the
trade in live aquatic animals” admits Scottish Government in FOI reply. “The Scottish
Government has held some internal discussions late last year concerning the recent
situation in Iceland with respect to the detection of Infectious Salmon Anaemia virus
(ISAv) and the implications on existing and continued trade”

- “Information obtained, confirming the location of the outbreak, the actions taken in
Iceland, the epidemiological separation of the positive site to those sites exporting aquatic
animals, as well as confirmation of the disease free status of exporting sites, resulted in the
conclusion that trade with appropriate certification could continue as it would not pose a
significant risk to the introduction of ISAv into Scotland”
- “We hold no information with respect to quarantine measures or disease risk assessments
in relation to the import of smolts,” admits the Scottish Government in January 2022

“There are no quarantine measures or disease risk assessments carried out by Scottish
Government in relation to the import of smolts”
- The trade in wrasse and lumpfish follows the same principles for the trade in Atlantic
salmon ova and smolts,” explained the Scottish Government’s FOI reply on 10 January
2022. “Risk assessments for wrasse or lumpsuckers are not routinely undertaken, but it is
ensured that trade occurs between areas of equal health status or from an area of higher
health status, of that of the destination country with respect to listed diseases.”
An Excel datasheet disclosed via FOI reveals that:
- 93 million salmon ova (eggs) were imported into salmon farms in Scotland in 2020 & 2021
via Iceland (55.8 million from Benchmark Genetics Iceland/Stofnfiskur), the Republic of
Ireland (37 million from Mowi Ireland) and Norway (220,000 from AquaGen)
- 582,000 salmon smolts imported from Mowi Ireland for ongrowing at Soil Association
certified ‘organic’ salmon farms at Loch Harport and Sconser on the Isle of Skye

- 275,678 wrasse imported from Northern Ireland via JJ ONeill in Dunloy in 62 shipments
to salmon farms operated by Mowi Scotland
- 7.2 million wrasse exported from Mowi Scotland’s Larval Rearing Unit at Machrihanish
in Argyll via 7 shipments to Tor Gunnar Otterlei in Averoy, Norway (Skjerneset fisk AS)
- 36 litres of lumpsucker ova (no numbers were provided) imported from Skjerneset fisk
AS in Norway to Otter Ferry Seafish’s Evanachan Marine Hatchery in Loch Fyne in Argyll
A Freedom of Information disclosure from the Scottish Government (FOI-2021-00259890) to
Scottish Salmon Watch on 10 January 2022 lifts the lid on the global trade in exports and
imports of salmon eggs (ova), smolts and cleanerfish (wrasse and lumpsuckers) [1].
Campaigners are now calling for an immediate ban on imports of salmon ova, parr and smolts as
well as an end to the export/import trade in wrasse and lumpsuckers.

Summary:
FOI 2021-00259890 details 93 million salmon ova (eggs) imported into salmon farms in
Scotland between January 2020 and 10 November 2021 via 69 shipments from Iceland (55.8
million in 45 shipments from Benchmark Genetics Iceland/Stofnfiskur in Stadarbergi and
Vogavik), the Republic of Ireland (37 million in 22 million shipments from Mowi Ireland in
Kindrum and Lough Altan) and Norway (220,000 in 2 shipments from AquaGen in Rimstad):

FOI 2021-00259890 details 582,000 salmon smolts imported from Mowi Ireland via three
shipments from Kindrum and Lough Altan in April 2020 for ongrowing at Soil Association
certified ‘organic’ sites at Loch Harport and Sconser on the Isle of Skye (further imports of
salmon parr were imported from Ireland by Mowi to Loch Ness and are subject of a further FOI):

FOI 2021-00259890 details 275,678 wrasse imported from Northern Ireland via JJ ONeill in
Dunloy in 62 shipments from May 2020 to November 2021 to salmon farms operated by Mowi
Scotland:

FOI 2021-00259890 details 7.2 million wrasse exported from Mowi Scotland’s Larval Rearing
Unit at Machrihanish in Argyll via 7 shipments to Tor Gunnar Otterlei in Averoy, Norway
(Skjerneset fisk AS) in August and September 2021:

FOI 2021-00259890 details 36 litres of lumpsucker ova (no numbers were provided) imported
from Skjerneset fisk AS in Norway to Otter Ferry Seafish’s Evanachan Marine Hatchery in Loch
Fyne in Argyll via five shipments between May 2020 and April 2021:

[See Media Backgrounder below for more specific details]
“Importing tens of millions of salmon ova, hundreds of thousands of salmon smolts and wrasse
as well as dozens of litres of lumpfish ova from Norway, Iceland and Ireland is a threat to
Scotland’s genetic integrity and diversity,” said Don Staniford, Director of Scottish Salmon
Watch. “If the Covid crisis has taught us anything it is that closing the borders is vital
protection to prevent the spread of infectious diseases. The Scottish Government must put an
end to salmon farming’s dangerous game of ecological roulette. Flooding ‘Scottish’ salmon
farms with foreign fish is an open invitation to deadly diseases, parasites, pathogens, bacteria and
viruses.”
“It beggars belief to discover over 275,000 wrasse have been shipped from Northern Ireland to
suffer a welfare nightmare on Mowi salmon farms across Scotland,” added Staniford. “Why on
earth has Norway permitted the import of over 7 million wrasse from Mowi Scotland when peerreviewed science clearly warns of the ecological dangers and when Norway bans the import of
salmon ova due to genetic risks? Please close the net on disease-ridden salmon farming now!”
Contact:
Don Staniford: +44 7771 541826 (salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com)

[1] FOI disclosure from the Scottish Government to Scottish Salmon Watch:
From: casehandling.service@gov.scot
Date: Mon, Jan 10, 2022 at 11:46 PM
Subject: Your recent correspondence with Scottish Government and partner agencies 202100259890
To: salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com
Please find attached a response to your correspondence.

With respect to the specific tabs:
SAL OVA IMP – this is a list of salmon ova imports
SAL OVA IPAFFS – this is a list of intended / planned imports – it’s possible that some of these
did not go ahead as originally planned
SAL GRO IMP – this is a list of salmon smolt imports
WRS IMP – this is a list of wrasse imports
WRS EXP – this is a list of wrasse exports
LUM IMP – this is a list of lumpfish imports
LUM EXP – this is a list of lumpfish exports
Neil Purvis
Marine Scotland – Science
Scottish Government | Marine Laboratory, PO Box 101| 375, Victoria Road | Aberdeen AB11
9DB
Tel: +44 (0)131 244 3287
S/B: +44 (0)131 244 2500
e: neil.purvis@gov.scot
w: http://www.scotland.gov.uk/marinescotland

The Scottish Government explained in a FOI reply letter to Scottish Salmon Watch dated 10
January 2022 accompanying the Excel spreadsheet disclosed via FOI 2021-00259890:

Media Backgrounder: The Global Trade in Salmon & Cleaner Fish (January 2022)
Data disclosed by the Scottish Government on 10 January 2022 via an Excel spreadsheet (FOI
2021-00259890) detailed 32.9 million salmon ova imports via 26 shipments in 2021 (data up to
10 November) from Mowi Ireland (19.3 million) and Benchmark Genetics/Stofnfiskur in Iceland
(13.6 million) to be on-grown on salmon farms in Scotland.

FOI 2021-00259890 detailed 60.1 million salmon ova via 43 shipments in 2020 from Stofnfiskur
(rebranded Benchmark Genetics Iceland in January 2021) in Iceland (42.1 million), Mowi
Ireland (17.7 million) and AquaGen in Norway (220,000) to be on-grown on salmon farms in
Scotland.

FOI 2021-00259890 detailed a list of 27 intended/ planned imports during 2021 (“it’s possible
that some of these did not go ahead as originally planned,” explained Neil Purvis of the Scottish
Government):

The Scottish Government disclosure on 10 January 2022 also attached various trade documents
and certificates including an ‘Intra trade certificate’ from Stofnfiskur in Iceland to Mowi’s
Lochailort Hatchery near Fort William:

And an import notification form detailing a shipment of 1.2 million salmon ova from Stofnfiskur
in Iceland to Mowi’s Lochailort Hatchery:

The latest ‘Scottish Fish Farm Production Survey 2020’ published by the Scottish Government in
September 2021 details:

A paper published in the journal Aquaculture in May 2016 detailed ova imports from Norway
starting in the early 1980s and picking up in the early 2000s as 'Scottish' salmon was flooded by
foreign shipments:

Read more via:
Infectious Salmon Anaemia Reported at Landcatch’s Ormsary Hatchery in November – was ISA
imported via infected salmon eggs (ova) from Iceland?
Letter to Scottish Ministers calling for a ban on ova imports from Iceland

Scottish Ministers with Egg on Their Faces - is it game ova for imports of salmon eggs from
Iceland & Norway?
Scottish Scamon Eggsposé: The Foreign Companies Importing Over 320 Million Salmon Eggs
(Ova) Into 'Scottish' Fish Farms Since 2016!
Eggsclusive: FOI Reveals 'Scottish' Salmon Imported As Ova from Iceland & Ireland - Norway
eggs-pelled due to disease risks!
Massive Attack on "Rotten Edifice" of 'Scottish' Salmon

Scottish Salmon Watch reported in November 2021:

Scottish Salmon Watch reported in July 2021:

A press release issued by Scottish Salmon Watch in August 2020 cited a FOI disclosure by the
Scottish Government on salmon eggs (ova) dated 7 August 2020:

Scottish Salmon Watch wrote to Scottish Ministers in December 2021 calling for a ban on ova
imports from ISA-infected Iceland:

Earlier this week (10 January 2022), Scottish Salmon Watch reported that ISA had been detected
in November 2021 at Landcatch’s Ormsary Hatchery (owned by Hendrix Genetics) in Argyll and
at Scottish Sea Farms in Loch Spelve in May 2021:

FOI 2021-00259890 (10 January 2022) details 582,000 salmon smolts imported via three
shipments in April 2020 from Mowi Ireland’s Kindrum Freshwater Unit and Lough Altan Smolt
Unit for on-growing by Mowi Scotland in Loch Harport and Sconser (both salmon farms
certified as ‘organic’ by the Soil Association). Note GRO = Grower fish (salmon only):

Scottish Salmon Watch reported in July 2021:

'Case Information' published in November 2020 by the Scottish Government's Fish Health
Inspectorate (Case 20200461) detailed the import of smolts from Ireland along with 23.8%
mortality in lumpfish and 16.2% mortality in wrasse at Mowi’s ‘organic’ Sconser salmon farm:

Case 20200461 included:

Read more via:
Mowi Caught Importing 'Organic' Smolts from Ireland to On-Grow on Skye - did they follow the
SSPO's code & quarantine for three months?

Scottish Salmon Watch reported in November 2021:

The Fish Health Inspectorate's 'Case Information' for September 2021 (Case 2021-0317; pp3843) includes:

Norwegian giant Mowi is moving away from importing ova to ‘home-grown’ ova and smolts.
Fish Farming Expert reported (11 January 2022):

Fish Farming Expert reported in November 2021:

German-owned AquaGen is also gearing up to produce home-grown ova at their Holywood
hatchery in Dumfries. Fish Farming Expert reported in September 2020:

FOI 2021-00259890 (10 January 2022) details 275,678 wrasse imported from Northern Ireland
to salmon farms operated by Mowi Scotland and Kames Fish Farming (although Shuna SW/
Rubh'an Trilleachain is in reality operated by Mowi not Kames) from May 2020 to November
2021. Here’s the 62 import shipments from JJ ONeill in Dunloy ranked highest to lowest (MVG
= Fish weighing more than 5 grams):

An email to the Northern Ireland Government (Sea Fisheries Policy, Marine and Fisheries
Division, Department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs) in August 2018 raised the
issue of the over-exploitation of wrasse:
“You may or may not be aware of the recent surge in potting for wrasse, typically around our
shorelines in once prime angling areas. These fish, not considered to be good eating, were until
recently one of the few remaining abundant species available to the shore angler. However, they
are now being potted and transported live to fish farms, mainly in Scotland, to be used to clean
sea lice from salmon. Spots providing great sport a mere 2 yrs ago have since been decimated
and anglers are giving up on wrasse fishing. I know that a lot of lobbying work is going on in
England via the Angling Trust and Fish Legal who are actually suing the government for failure
to protect the wrasse fisheries. They have so far been able to secure no-potting zones around the
best known angling spots. Although I see and hear many complaints from anglers in Northern
Ireland, I hear of and can find no evidence of governmental awareness never mind action to
investigate and address this issue. Please let me know if this is something that is being looked at
and details of anything that is being done.”
“The Department is currently assessing the scale of the potting for wrasse and level of exports
from NI,” replied the Northern Ireland Government in August 2018. “Subject to this assessment
the Department may consult on measures to ensure that wrasse are sustainably fished.”
A post on ‘The Wrasse Hunt – a now decimated species on the Antrim Coast’ in the World Sea
Fishing forum in August 2018 said: “On my last outing I noticed Wrasse pots near Larne, so they
have worked their way down from the ledges in Red Bay past Garron, Carnlough, Glenarm,
Ballygally & now from Black Cave Tunnel to the entrance of Larne Lough. Islandmaghee will
be next. I don't know the damage done North of the Ledges in Red bay. These areas are now
mostly void of Wrasse. Not only is it a concern that we can no longer catch Wrasse, but the other
reef species will suffer because of their removal.”
Another post in August 2018 said: “About 25 miles of the county Antrim coastline has been
cleaned out that I know of. Goodness knows what damage has been done elsewhere. I'm having
to travel to other areas to try & catch a few.”

In October 2021, a video showing wrasse fishing pots on a fishing boat in Carnlough, County
Antrim, in Northern Ireland was posted online:

The Fish Site reported in March 2020:

The Scottish Government reported December 2020:

Salmon Scotland reports on their website:

Afloat reported in October 2019:

Donegal News reported in October 2019:

The Irish Independent reported in November 2020:

The Journal/Noteworthy reported in June 2021:

FOI 2021-00259890 (10 January 2022) details 7.2 million wrasse exported from Mowi
Scotland’s Larval Rearing Unit at Machrihanish in Argyll via 7 shipments to Tor Gunnar Otterlei
in Averoy, Norway (LVG = Fish weighing up to and including 5 grams):

Tor Gunnar Otterlei is listed as a business developer/board member at Skjerneset fisk AS based
in Averoy – “supplier of broodfish and eggs from wild lumpfish”:

The Scottish Government also disclosed via FOI 2021-00259890 on 10 January 2022 an import
health certificate detailing the export of 1 million wrasse from Mowi Scotland to Tor Gunnar
Otterlei in Averoy, Norway:

The Scottish Government also disclosed via FOI 2021-00259890 on 10 January 2022 other
export documents including this notification form naming Mowi Scotland shipping 1 million
Ballan wrasse to Norway (via Copenhagen in Denmark) from Machrihanish in August 2021:

FOI 2021-00259890 (10 January 2022) also detailed 36 litres of lumpsucker ova (no numbers
were provided) exported by Skjerneset fisk AS in Norway to Evanachan Marine Hatchery (Otter
Ferry Seafish) on the shore of Loch Fyne in Argyll via five shipments in 2020 and 2021.

Intrafish reported in August 2015 on a catastrophic year for wild wrasse (with Tor Gunnar
Otterlei pictured on a fishing boat):

Fiskeribladet reported in November 2019:

Norwegian Fish Farmer magazine reported in April 2017 that Tor Gunnar Otterlei’s Skjerneset
Fisk was gearing up for export of lumpfish to Scotland:

Fish Farming Expert reported in April 2020:

In November 2019, the Norwegian Scientific Committee for Food and Environment (VKM)
published a risk assessment on imported cleaner fish:

Scottish Salmon Watch Tweeted in November 2021:

A shipment of 1 million Ballan wrasse from Mowi Scotland's larval rearing unit at Machrihanish
in Argyll to Norway was reported by the Scottish Government's Fish Health Inspectorate in
August 2021 (Cases 20210116-20210315):

Another Fish Health Inspectorate report in September 2021 detailed 1.3 million Ballan wrasse
(26 boxes) for export to Norway from Mowi with “the odd fish showing minor damage from
aggressive behavior during breeding season” (Cases 20210252-20210357; pp1-6):

When Scottish Salmon Watch visited Mowi’s Machrihanish cleaner fish facility in July 2020 we
found empty containers of the toxic and carcinogenic chemical Formaldehyde (Formalin):

And containers of the shellfish-killing and seaweed-killing chemical Hydrogen peroxide:

In October 2018, the BBC exposed the trade in ballan wrasse trade in the South of England for
use on salmon farms in Scotland.

Watch the BBC report via: “BBC on Loch Duart suspending a 'cleaner fish' supplier for fishing
in No Take Zone”
Read more via: The Sunday Times: "‘Clean fish’ bring danger of disease to salmon farms" and
The Sunday Times: "Scots salmon farmers ‘put English waters under threat’"

The Royal Society reported in March 2018:

Another scientific paper published in Ecology and Evolution in April 2020 seriously questioned
the trans-location of Ballan wrasse for use in salmon farming:

“Harvest of wild wrasses has dramatically risen in Norway and Sweden (Norwegian Directorate
of Fisheries, Rueness et al., 2019) in order to meet the aquaculture industry's demand for cleaner
fish,” reported the scientific paper. “This sudden increase in exploitation of a previously
noncommercial species raises the question of sustainability and potential extinction of local
populations (Halvorsen et al., 2017). Failure to take the spatial and temporal extent of
populations into account when harvesting living resources can lead to differential exploitation
and potentially overexploitation (Allendorf, England, Luikart, Ritchie, & Ryman, 2008; Kerr et
al., 2017). The concern that labrids, and especially ballan wrasse, are disappearing from multiple
areas in Norway have already been raised both by the public and by fishermen that report having
to move to new fishing locations as catches decline (Grefsrud et al., 2018).”

Another scientific paper published in Evolutionary Applications in March 2021 raised further
ecological concerns:

“The translocation and number of escaping cleaner fish are today poorly documented and
regulated and the ecological consequences of escapees and hybrids remain unknown for this and
other wrasse species,” concluded the scientific paper. “Recording the numbers, source and
destination of wild-caught cleaner fish on a per-farm basis, as well as reporting escapees at the
end of a season, would improve the ability to assess current and future risks associated with the
use of cleaner fish for parasite control. Finally, based on the results of this and studies of other
species of wrasse (Jansson et al., 2017; Seljestad et al., 2020) with similar challenges, we
emphasize the need to reassess the current management practices involving massive
translocation of nonlocal wild wrasse.”

In December 2021, the Nordic Council of Ministers published a damning report on the use of
cleaner fish in salmon farming:

The Nordic Council of Ministers report (December 2021) included:

The Nordic Council of Ministers report (December 2021) concluded:

The amount of ‘cleaner fish’ wasted in terms of mortalities on Scottish salmon farms is
staggering. ‘Case Information’ published by the Scottish Government’s Fish Health Inspectorate
in January 2022 (Case 20210411; p87) details 117,414 mortalities of lumpfish (49% mortality) at
Mowi’s North Shore salmon farm in Loch Erisort on the Isle of Lewis with 63,668 wild caught
wrasse “received on site in May, June, July and August 2021” (no mortality rate provided):

Another case reported by the Scottish Government's Fish Health Inspectorate in August 2021
(Cases 20210116-20210315; p48) details mass mortalities of lumpfish and wrasse at Mowi’s
ASC-audited salmon farm at Camas Glas in Loch Sunart:

Mowi’s ASC-certified Invasion Bay salmon farm reported mortalities of cleanerfish as well as
disease (pseudomonas) and “wounds and fin damage” in August 2021 (Cases 2021011620210315; p26).

In October 2019, the Scottish Government’s Fish Inspectorate visited Mowi’s Ardintoul salmon
farm in Loch Alsh (a site currently being audited by the ASC) detailing disease problems, use of
antibiotics and dead lumpfish (Case-2019-0577, p82-3):

Here’s the Scottish Government Fish Health Inspectorate’s report (Case-2019-0577, p49) which
refers to a ‘movement on of cleaner fish from Ireland’ (and also details farmed lumpsuckers from
Mowi-owned Ocean Matters on Angelsey in Wales):

Read more via “'Moribund' Mowi: Salmon Gill Poxvirus, Amoebic Gill Disease & Anaemia at
Ardintoul”

The Ferret reported in December 2018:

Download the OneKind report online here

Photos and video footage of dead cleaner fish in skips and bins at salmon farms and processing
plants in Scotland have been captured by Scottish Salmon Watch:

Video footage of dead cleaner fish in skips and mort bins is available online here; online here
and online here:

Here’s video footage of lice-infested cleaner fish swimming inside a salmon farm operated by
Scottish Sea Farms in Loch Spelve on the Isle of Mull:

Here’s video footage of dead and lice-infested lumpsuckers inside Mowi’s ‘Bay of the Dead
Heads’ (Bagh Dail Nan Cean) salmon farm in July 2019 which led to a welfare warning by the
Animal & Plant Health Agency for mass mortalities.

A Scottish Government Fish Health Inspectorate report in June 2019 (Case 20190311) detailed
mass mortalities and disease in cleanerfish at Mowi’s ‘Bay of the Dead Heads’ (Bagh Dail Nan
Cean) salmon farm with “not many wrasse” surviving through the Winter:

Mowi’s salmon farm at Port Na Cro was reported by the Scottish Government’s Fish Health
Inspectorate in June 2019 to have mortality problems in lumpfish “with fungus attributed to the
warmer weather” (Case 20190312, p15-16):

Another Scottish Government inspection of Mowi’s ‘Bay of the Dead Heads’ (Bagh Dail Nan
Cean) salmon farm in August 2019 (following a welfare complaint filed by Scottish Salmon
Watch in July 2019) detailed over 40,000 dead wrasse and over 100,000 dead lumpfish (Case
20190376):

Read more via “Shocking Video Footage from Mowi's 'Bay of the Dead Heads' (Bagh Dail nan
Ceann)”

The Ferret/Sunday National reported in November 2019:

The Ferret/Sunday National article in November 2019 included:

Scottish Salmon Watch reported in April 2020:

Whilst the Scottish Government publishes site specific mortality data for farmed salmon on a
monthly basis, mortality data on cleaner fish on salmon farms is not routinely published. A FOI
disclosure by the Scottish Government in November 2018 included:

A FOI disclosure by the Scottish Government in September 2018 included:

A FOI disclosure by the Scottish Government in January 2018 included:

The latest ‘Scottish Fish Farm Production Survey 2020’ published by the Scottish Government in
September 2021 details:

Fish Farmer reported in July 2021:

A paper published in Reviews in Aquaculture in July 2021 reported:

The paper included:

Read more via “Cleaner Fish - Dead in the Water at Lice-Infested Mowi Scotland!”

